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I. INTRODUCTION 
Of all the functorial constructions possible on torsion-free abelian 
groups, Ext has the least apparent interest since for torsion-free C, 
Ext(C, A) is always divisible, and even the torsion-free rank is not 
interesting. For example, Warlield [Wa72, Theorem 21 showed that for 
torsion-free groups of finite rank C, 4 the torsion-free rank of Ext( C, A) is 
either 2Xo or 0 and characterized pairs of groups with the latter property. 
This leaves the torsion subgroup of Ext(C, A) as the only conceivable 
object for study. This study was initiated in [Wa72] by addressing the 
question of when Ext(C, II) is torsion-free, a question further pursued in 
[G2]. References [HuWa], [EH] are concerned with the actual values 
that the various ranks can have. Reference [Ar82E] contains a structure 
theory for groups A with Ext(A: A) torsion-free which is generalized 
partially from finite rank to finite p-rank in [FaG]. In a forthcoming paper 
[La21 the natural transformations Ext( ., A)[p] -+ Ext( ., A’)[p] and 
Ext(C, j[p] + Ext(C’, .)[p] are computed based on ideas in [HiRe]. 
Since E.xt(C, A) is divisible, its torsion subgroup is known once 
dim Ext(C, A)[p] is known for all primes p. For this, the fundamental 
secret was unveiled in [Wa72] with the formula 
dim Ext(C, A)[p] =r,(A) r,(C)-r, Hom(C, /I), 
where rP X is the p-rank of X. In other words, dim Ext(C, A)[p] measures 
the discrepancy between the actual value for the B-rank of Hom( C, A) and 
the naively predicted value. As Warlield points out, this reduction of the 
problem of computing Ext to the even more intractable problem of 
computing Horn seems on the face of it to be of doubtful worth. But the 
reduction works both ways, and since one is always grateful for any scrap 
of information about Horn, this raises the computation of Ext above the 
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level of a mere curiosity. Additional motivation is provided by the original 
problem of describing the groups which are the extensions of a given group 
by another given group. This direction is not pursued here. 
Warlield’s paper assumed finite rank but a rephrasing of his results 
shows that restriction to be superfluous. Namely, assuming 4 [p] = 0, one 
obtains the short exact sequence 
o3 Hom(C-4) +Hom 
p Hom(C, ;4) 
-+ Ext(C, A)[p] +o. 
Although this sequence has been mentioned in almost every paper written 
so far on the torsion subgroup of Ext, it seems to have escaped the notice 
of previous authors that virtually every published result on the topic can 
be very easily derived from it. In Section II of this paper we give an almost 
overly exhaustive survey of the consequences of this sequence, presented in 
the form of various formulas involving dim Ext( C, A)[p]. In particular, 
just as dim Ext( C, A)[ p] measures the shortfall between the dimensions of 
Hom(C, A)/p Hom(C, 24) and Hom(C/pC, .4/pL4), it also provides upper 
bounds for the difference in p-ranks between Hom(.C, A), and Hom(C,., A,) 
(where X, denotes X/p’*X; cf. 2.17), and between Hom( C, .4) @ G and 
Hom(C, A@ G) for any torsion-free G (cf. 2.19 j, as well as between 
Hom(C’, A), and Hom(C,, (IP) (where X,, denotes the localization of X 
at p; cf. 2.21). 
Viewing dim Ext(C, A)[p] as the extent to which the p-rank of 
Hom(C, ‘4) falls below its maximum possible value suggests looking at the 
analogous situation for torsion-free ranks. In [Lal] it was said that a finite 
rank torsion-free group A &ominures C (also finite rank torsion-free) 
if Hom(C, A) has maximum possible rank, or, equivalently, if 
Q Hom(C. 4) = Hom(QC, QA). In Section III we explore the concept of 
domination in a little more detail, showing in particular that for all primes 
p: dim Ext(C, A)[p] <dim(Hom(QC, QA),iQ Hom(C, A)) (3.2). Thus one 
can think of the condition Ext(C, A)[p] =0 as being a weaker form of 
domination, and in Section IV we pursue the parallelism between the two 
concepts and also derive necessary and;‘or sufficient conditions for 
Ext(C. A)[p] = 0. In particular. both this condition and domination come 
very close to being partial orderings on quasi-isomorphism classes of 
torsion-free groups. The condition Ext(C, A)[p] = 0 is, however, messier 
since it automatically holds whenever either C or A is p-divisible, so that 
nice theorems require sometimes that groups not be p-divisible, sometimes 
that they have no p-divisible quasi-summands, and sometimes that they be 
actually p-reduced. 
Throughout the paper, all groups considered are abelian. In Sections III 
and IV, the groups denoted A, C, G, H are in addition torsion-free. r,(G) = 
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dim G/pG is the p-rank of G. When G is torsion-free? we let QG denote the 
divisible hull of G. Elements of Q Hom(C, A) are called quasi- 
howzomorp~lis~~ls. We say that C and A are quasi-isonzorphic if they are 
isomorphic in the category of quasi-homomorphisms. This is equivalent to 
the assertion that C is isomorphic to a subgroup C’ of A such that A/C’ 
is bounded. G, denotes G/p”G. If G is torsion-free with finite rank, IT(G) 
denotes the inner tripe of G, i.e., the greatest lower bound of the typeset of 
G, and OT(G) denotes the outer type, i.e., the least upper bound of the co- 
typeset. G, = Z,Q G is the localization of G at p. We say that a group G 
is free at p if G, is a free Z,-module. We write 2, for the ring of p-adic 
integers. If H is a subgroup of a torsion-free group G, we write H, for the 
pure closure of H in G, i.e., the smallest pure subgroup of G containing H. 
For groups A and C, we write KA(C) for the largest subgroup K of C such 
that Kf = 0 for all f E Hom(C, A), and S,(A) for the smallest subgroup S 
of A such that C’c S for all fe Hom(C: il). Note that if X is a rank-one 
torsion-free group and t is the type of X, then K,(C) = C[t] and 
S,r(A) = A(t). For the rest [Ar82] is our principal reference. 
II. DIMENSION FORMULAS 
This section is devoted to deriving relations between the dimensions of 
the p-socles of various Ext groups and Horn groups. These formulas are the 
basis of all later results. The exact sequence of the first theorem lays the 
foundation and has been used in previous papers without being fully 
exploited. 
In order to avoid a proliferation of mapping names we agree that 
unnamed maps are the obvious natural maps, and if G(: X-+ Y is such a 
map then we write Y/X in place of the strictly correct Y/XX so that the 
name c1 is actually not needed. 
The exact sequence (2.2) is our fundamental representation of 
WC, A)IIpl. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let A and C be arbitrary groups except that A [p] = 0. 
Then the sequence 
(2.2) 
Hom(C, A) H Hom 
p Hom( C. A) 
is exact with natura[ nzaps. Consequently, 
0.3) r,(.Hom(C, A j) + dim Ext(C, A)[p] = dim(d/pAPfC’. 
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Proof. Consider the short exact sequence 
0 - A s -4 - Alp-4 - 0, 
where p is multiplication by p, and conclude that the following long 
sequence is exact: 
O- Hom(C, AL Hom(C, ii)- Horn 
--) Ext(C,Aj P, Ext(C, A). 
Since p is again multiplication by p it follows that Ker p = 
WC, ANpI. I 
We remark that with a little more effort one can verify (2.2) under the 
assumption that C[lp] = 0 instead of A [p] = 0. Note that (2.3) generalizes 
[Wa72, Theorem Z(iiij]. 
It is not difficult to compute the dimension on the right side of (2.3). To 
wit : 
Case (A,‘pA)‘pcC“ is itfinite. Then dim(A/pA)‘ptC’ = \(A/pA )rp’ci/ - 
I ‘~/PA I rP(C’ = max {?;, rp( ,4 ) jrPtc) whether A/pA is finite or infinite. 
Case (A/pA)‘p”) is finite. Then dim(A/pAj’piC” = r,,(A). r,(C). 
In the second case dim E,xt(C, A)[p] = r,(A) .rJC’) - rP Hom(C, A), 
which is Warfield’s admittedly not very practical formula. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Assume -4 [p] = 0 and C[p] = 0. Jf either C or A is 
p-divisible therm Ext( C, A)[p] = 0. Conuersely, if Ext( C, .4)[p] = 0 and 
Hom(C, ‘4) is p-divisible then either A or C is p-divisible. 
From now on we will always assume that A[p] = 0 so that (2.2) can 
be used. We investigate the relationship between Ext(C, il)[p], 
Ext(C’, A)[p], and Ext(C, A’)[p], w h ere C’ and A’ are certain subgroups 
or quotient groups of C and A. The arguments are based on two com- 
mutative diagrams, which we will display first. Let 
(2.5) A’=-+ A --tf .4/A’ 
be p-pure exact so that (A/A’)[p] = 0. Then 
(2.6) 
A’ A’+pA A A -z-Y-+--++ A/.4’ 2--- 
pA’- pA P-4 A’ + p-4 -p(.4jA’) 
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is split exact. In standard Fashion we obtain 
Hom(C,A’j 2, Hom(C,A) - 
P P 
I 
Hom(C, A’) 1 Hom(C,A) - - Ext(C, 4’) 
Ext( c, A’)[p] - Ext(C, A)[p] - 
Herein the maps p and i are 
epimorphisms, the third row is split 
exact except for the last row. 
Dually we can start with a p-pure 
monomorphisms, the maps e are 
exact, and all rows and columns are 
exact sequence 
(2.8) C’* c --f) C/C’, 
derive the split-exact sequence 
(2.9) 
C’ c C/C’ 
-=-N--+-b- 
PC’ PC pick9 
and obtain 
A Hom(C, (1) __t Hom( c”, A 1 
F I 
2 
Hom(C, 4 j - Hom(C’, A j 
Hom(~,$)~Hom($-$)~Hom(~,$) 
e 
1 
c e 
Ext ___t WC, J ,[vl - Ext(C’, _4)[p] 
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As before, the maps p and i are injective, the maps e are surjective, the 
third row is split exact, and all other rows and columns are exact except 
for the last row. 
2.11. THEOREM. Awme A[p] = 0. Let A’ be a p-pure subgroup oJ' A. 
Then the following hold. 
(ai Ext(C, A)CPI r%, 
Hom(C, .4 ) 
Hom( C, A’) -t p Hom( C, ,4) 
(b) [p] <dim Ext(C, -4)[p]. 
Proof (a) Since (2.5) is a p-pure exact sequence it follows that 
Hom(C, .4’) M Hom(C, A) is a p-pure imbedding and therefore we can 
extract from (2.7) the commutative diagram of vector spaces 
Hom(C, 4’) i Hom(C, -4) 
p Hom( C, A’) __t p Hom(C, A) 
in which the maps denoted i are all injections, e is a surjection. and the 
second row is exact. Computing the quotient 
in the two ways corresponding to the two paths around the rectangle yields 
the claim. 
(b) Diagram chase in the bottom right rectangle of (2.7). 1 
2.12. COROLLARY. Asmwe A[p] =O. 
(a ) If A’ is p-pure and p-deme in A then 
WC, .4)CP] 0 
Hom( C, ‘4) 
Hom(C,A’j+pHom(C,A) 
z Ext( C, A’)[p] 
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(bj Let s=s,(A),=(C (Cf:fEHom(C,;4j)j,. Then 
Ext(C, A)[p] z ExtiC, S)[p] 0 Horn 
Proqf: (a) In this case A/A’ is p-divisible and hence 
Hom( C/PC, A/A’/p(AIi4’)) = 0. 
(b) Let A’ = S in 2.11(a). Note that Hom(C, A) = Hom(C, S). 1 
2.13. PROPOSITION. If A [p] = 0 and A’ is p-dense in A but not 
necessarily p-pure we still haoe 
dim Ext(C, Aj[p] <dim Ext(C, A’j[p]. 
ProoJ: Since A’ + pA = A by hypothesis we obtain the natural surjec- 
tion A’/pA’-+ A/PA. A diagram chase in the bottom left rectangle of (2.7) 
yields that Ext(C, A’)[p] + Ext(C, A)[p] is a surjection and the claim 
follows. 1 
2.14. THEOREM. Assume A[p] = 0. Let C’ be a p-pure subgroup of C. 
T/UZF~ the -following hold. 
i4 Ext(C, A )[pl 0 
Hom(C, A) 
Hom(C/C’, A) + p Hom(C, z4) 
ib) dim Ext(C’, Aj[p] <dim Ext(C, A)[p]. 
Proof (a) Since (2.8) is a p-pure exact sequence it follows that 
Hom(CjC’, A j M Hom( C, A) is a p-pure imbedding and therefore we can 
extract from (2.10) the commutative diagram of vector spaces 
Hom( C/C’, A ) I , Hom(C,A) 
p Hom(C/C’, A) P Hom(C, A j 
ii 
in which the maps denoted i are all injections, e is a surjection, and the 
second row is exact. Computing the quotient 
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in the two ways corresponding to the two paths around the rectangle yields 
the claim. 
(bj Diagram chase in the bottom right rectangle of (2.10). 1 
For any group X set Xr = &‘pUX. 
2.15, COROLLARY. .4ssunze A[p] = 0 and C[p] =O. 
(4 Ext(C, -Nplo 
Hom( C, ‘-1) 
Hom(C,.,A)+pHom(C,A) 
2 Ext(C,., A)[p]. 
(b) Let K=K,d(C)=n (KerJ’:fEHom(C, 4)). Then 
Prooj (a) Apply 2.14(a) with C’= p”C and note that C’,:pC’=O in 
this case. 
(bj Observe that K is (p-)pure in C. Let C’ = K in 2.14(a j and note 
that Hom(C/K, A) = Hom( C, L-1). 1 
Combining the previous results 2.12(b) and 2.15(bj we obtain 
2.16. COROLLARY. Suppose A[p] = 0 and C[p] = 0. Let K= K,.,(C) and 
S= S,(A),. Then 
Ext(C, .4)[p] EExt 
The next proposition requires an observation which is straightforward to 
check: If 
o-X-I-Y”-z 
is exact such that Xf is p-pure in Y and Yg is p-pure in Z then 
+’ 
is exact. 
x - 
px ’ 
Y 0 z 
o---t---*-- 
PE’ PZ 
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We investigate the relationship between Ext( C, A)[p] and 
Ext(C,, ,4,)[p]. Note that X/pX= Xr/pX,.. 
2.17. THEOREM. Let A and C be torsion-free groups. Then 
MC AXPI 2 ENC,, .4,)CpI 0 Hom(C ;;m;;;;l;tc 
) r 
A .). 
> I 
Ther<fore Ext(C, A )[p] is naturally isomorphic to Ext(C,., A,.j[p] if and 
on/y [f Hom(C, A),. is p-deme in Hom(C, i4,.). 
Pro@ Consider (2.7) with A’= pwA. Note that in this case 
Ext(C, A’)[p] =0 by 2.4 since A’ is p-divisible. Hence the image of 
Hom( C, A j is p-pure in Hom( C, -4/A’). Also, Hom( C/PC, A’/pA’) = 0. 
Hence we can extract from (2.7) the commutative diagram 
Hom(C. A) i Hom( C, A,) 
p Hom(C, A) __f p Hom(C, ‘4,) 
I 
1 
in which the maps i are monomorphisms and e is an isomorphism. 
The claim follows by computing the quotient Hom(ClpC, A,/pA,.)/ 
(Hom(C, Aj/p Hom(C, A)) in the two possible ways and using that 
Ext(C, A,.)[p] z Ext(C,., cl,)[p], which follows easily from (2.2) or 
2.15(a). 1 
The following example shows that the formula is not vacuous. 
2.18. PROPOSITION. There exist torsion-free groups A, C such that 
Ext(C,, A,) = 0 while 
Ext(C, 4 j[p] ~ 
Hom(C,~~~~~rn(C, ‘4,) #” 
Proqf: Let p and q be distinct primes. Let C= Z, and let A be the 
group determined by the following pull-back diagram, where ,f is some 
given homomorphism. 
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Thenp”A=p-“Z and L4,=&, hence Ext( C, A,) = 0. Recall that 
A=I(x,?~)E~,,O~p:.If=.Yip-xCZ1. 
It is easily seen that q”A = {(O, ~9) : JIM= 0). Thus iff is a monomorphism 
then qwA =0 and Hom(C, A) =O. On the other hand Hom(C, A,.)= f,. 
Thus if f is injective 
Hom(C, A,) z 
Hom(C, A) -!- p Hom(C, ~3~) ‘2’ 
Finally, a monomorphism f: 2, + &,,lp- “Z exists since z,/p-“Z has a 
divisible torsion-free summand of cardinality 2*O. 1 
The following proposition will be used to clarify what happens under 
localization. 
2.19. PROPOSITION. Let C, A, and G be torsiocfree grozlps. Then 
% Ext( CT A 0 G)[p] 0 
Hom( C, A 0 G j 
Hom( C, A j @ G + p Hom(C, x4 @ G)’ 
Proo$ Consider the commutative diagram 
Hom(C, .4) G 
p Hom(C, A)@3 F 
Hom( C, A 0 G) 
p Hom( C, A 0 G) 
(t) / 
Horn 
wherein the vertical maps are monomorphisms while the lower horizontal 
map is an isomorphism of vector spaces. It follows that the top mapping 
is manic. Compute the quotient 
in the two ways corresponding to the path around it). 1 
Recall that an embedding X* Y of torsion-free groups is p-pure if and 
only if the induced map X/pX+ Y/pY is injective. Hence the top mapping 
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in diagram (7) above is a p-pure embedding. Since this is true for every p 
we have the following by-product of some independent interest. 
2.20. LEMMA. For any torsion-free groups A, C, and G the rlatural 
monomorphism Hom( C, A j @ G - Hom( C, A @ G) is pure. 
L.et X, denote the localization of the torsion-free group X at p, i.e., X, = 
Z, @ X. Then X,/X is a divisible torsion group without p-torsion. Hence X 
is p-pure and p-dense in X, and X/pX = X,,/pX, . 
2.21. THEOREM. Let A and C be torsion-free groups. Then 
Prooj Note that Hom(C, AP) 2 Hom(C,, AP) naturally. Hence 
Ext(C, A,)[p] rExt(C,, A,)[p] by (2.2). The claim now follows from 
2.19 by setting G = Z,. 1 
Choosing C = Z, and A = Z we have an example of the following sort. 
2.22. PROPOSITION. There e.uist torsion-free groups ;4 aild C such that 
Ext( C,, ;a,)[~] = 0 while Ext(C, A)[p] #O. 
Tensoring the left argument of Ext yields the following result, which can 
be obtained with our tools but also from one of the Kiinneth relations 
[F, Vol. I, p. 2501. 
2.23. PROPOSITION. Let C, -4, and G be torsioq5see groups. Then 
Ext(G@C, i4)[p] rHom(G, Ext(C. A)[p])@Ext(G, Hom(C, A))[p]. 
We end with a proposition which is hardly new but not readily 
referenced. 
2.24. PROPOSITION. If both pairs A, A’ and C. C’ are quasi-isomorphic 
then 
Ext(C’, A’) 2 Ext(C, A). 
Proof: We may assume nA’ c -4 c A’ for some n and obtain the exact 
sequence 
Hom(C, A’/A) + Ext(C, A) L Ext(C, A’) -+ Ext(C, A’/A) = 0. 
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Thus Ker f is bounded and since Ext(C, A) is divisible it follows that 
Ext(C, A’) z Ext( C, A’). Similar reasoning shows that Ext( C, A’) zz 
Ext( C’, A’). 1 
III. DOMINATION 
In this section C and A again denote torsion-free groups of arbitrary 
rank. Goeters [GZ, I.61 (also 4.16(b) below) showed that under certain 
(fairly restrictive) assumptions Ext(C, A)[p] = 0, Ext(.C, A) torsion-free. 
and OT(C)<IT(A) are all equivalent. If the condition OT(CjGIT(Aj is 
satisfied for torsion-free groups ,4, C of finite rank we say that “-4 
dominates C.” It turns out that “A dominates C” implies that Ext(C, A j is 
torsion-free without restrictive assumptions while Ext(C, rl)[p] = 0 implies 
that A dominates C in very special circumstances only (see 4.16). 
“Domination” is of interest in itself, not a new concept, and is relatively 
easy to deal with. In particular there are satisfactory descriptions of the 
classes of groups which are dominated by a given group or dominate a 
given group (3.5, 3.6). The question of domination is decided by considera- 
tion of pure rank-one quotients and subgroups (3.5(b)) and groups which 
mutually dominate each other must be very similar and very special 
(3.8(a)). 
Thus our first goal is to separate clearly “domination“ and its conse- 
quences from those of Ext(C, A)[p] = 0. Second, the results concerning 
“domination” serve as a model for the consequences of the condition 
Ext( C, A)[p] = 0, which is much harder to deal with. In fact “domination” 
can be rephrased (see 3.3) as 
the natural map Q Hom(C, A) + Hom( C, QA) is surjective. 
This is a global condition which says that there are as many quasi- 
homomorphisms from C to A as there can be and it parallels the statement 
the natural map 
Hom(C, .A) whom 
p Hom(C, A) 
which is equivalent to Ext(C, A)[p 3 = 0 by (2.2). This is a local condition 
which means that there are as many maps of a certain type from C to A 
as possible. It will be seen in Section IV that results similar to those of this 
section can be obtained. 
We begin with slightly more general considerations. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let Def( C, A), the tiefict oJ‘C in A, be the torsion-free 
rank of the cokernel of the natural map Hom( C, A j -+ Hom(C, Q-4). The 
group .4 tlonzitlates C if Def( C, A ) = 0. 
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The relationship between defect and the dimension of Ext(C, s2)[p] is 
derived first. 
3.2. THEOREM. If rP Hom( C, A) is firzite then 
dim Ext(C, A)[p] d Def(C, A). 
ProuJ Let B be a p-basic subgroup of C. Let D(C, A)= 
Coker(Hom(C, A j + Hom(C, QA)). Note that D(C, A) maps surjectively 
to D(B, A) (see the proof of 3.3 below) and that D(C, ‘4) is divisible. We 
conclude that 
(*) dim D(B, A)[p] <dim D(C, A)[p] + rk D(C, ,4). 
It is easily checked that 
Hom( C, A) - Hom( C, QA) 
p Hom(C, A)= Hom(C, -4) 
[PI. 
Hence dim D(C, A)[p] =rP Hom(C, ‘4). Furthermore, dim D(B, A)[p] = 
r,Hom(B, A)=dim Hom(C/pC, ,4,‘p,4). We now use (2.2) and (*) to 
obtain 
dimExt(C,A)[pJ=dim Horn 5,s -rP Hom(C, Ajcrk D(C, -4). 1 
( 1 
The basic properties of defects are clarified next. 
3.3. PROPOSITOON. (a) If ,4 dominates C then A dominates every sub- 
group C’ ?f C and every torsion-fr.ee quotient group C/cl. ,41so, every 
torsion-free quotient group A/,4’ of -4 dominates C and every pure subgroup 
A’ of.4 dominates C. 
Def( C, A ) = dim 
and if both C and A have finite rank then 
Def(C, ..4) = (rk C)(rk 4) - rk Hom(C, A j. 
(c) 4 dominates C if and only if Q Hom(C, A) = Hom(C, QA). 
ProoJ: (a) As before let D(C, A) = Coker(Hom(C, A) + 
Hom(C, Q&4)). It is clear that D( ., .) is an additive bifunctor (which is 
neither right nor left exact) but we will show that 
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an epimorphism A ++ A” induces an epimorphism D(C, (1) - 
WC, A”), 
a pure monomorphism A’ H ‘4 induces a monomorphism D( C, A’ ) - 
WC, A ), 
a monomorphism C’ w  C induces an epimorphism D(C, A) --f-) 
D(C’, A ), and 
an epimorphism C --n C” induces a monomorphism D(C”, -4) * 
WC, A), 
of which (a) is an immediate consequence. 
The exact sequence A’ F-) A ++ =2” induces the following commutative 
diagram with exact rows: 
O- Hom(C, il’) ---+ Hom( C, .4 ) --+ Hom( C, A”) 
1 1 1 
0 - Hom(C, QA’) ---+ Hom(C, QA) F Hom(C, QA”) ---+ 0 
Herein the vertical maps are all monomorphisms. The first statement is 
immediate from the diagram while the second statement uses Q-4’ n A = A’. 
Similarly, suppose C’- C --H C” is exact and consider the induced 
commutative diagram 
0 - Hom( C”, A) - Hom(C, -4) F Hom(C’, A ) 
I I 
0 - Hom(C”, QA) - Hom( C, QA) - Hom( C’, QA) -P 0 
The third and fourth statements follow from routine diagram chases in this 
diagram. 
(b, c). Note that the kernel of the natural map 
D(C, A) = 
Hom( C, QA) Hom( C, QA I 
Hom( C, 4) - Q Hom(C, A) 
is the torsion subgroup of D(C, ‘4). 1 
The following proposition reduces the question of domination to the 
finite rank case. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. (a) Zf C has infinite rank then .4 dominates C if and 
onl)) (f A is dioisible. 
(b) Jf C has ,finite rank therz A dominates C if and onI)> {f every pure 
sztbgroztp qf A of rank <rk C dominates C. 
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Proof: (a j Suppose C contains a free subgroup F of infinite rank. This 
group F maps onto Q and hence so does C. Hence, given u E A, there is 
f E Hom(C, QA) such that a E Im(f) and Im(f j 2 Q. By hypothesis there is 
an integer n such that nf E Hom(C, A). Thus ~a E Im(rzf j c A and 
Im(?zf) 2 Q. The converse is obvious. 
(b) By 3.3 the claim is clear in one direction. So suppose that the 
stated pure subgroups of A dominate C. Let f E Hom(C, QA) be given. 
Since C has finite rank, Im(f) is contained in a summand X of U&l of 
dimension <rk C. Let A’= A n X. Then A’ is a pure subgroup of A of rank 
less than or elqual to rk C and U&4’ = 81 By hypothesis kf E Hom(C, A’) c 
Hom(C, A) for some integer k and this shows that A dominates C. 1 
Our first characterization of “domination” slightly extends Warfield’s 
[Wa68, Proposition 41, [Ar82, Theorem 1.111, which is stated as part (a) 
below. 
3.5. THEOREM. (a) Let A and C be finite rank torsion+ee groups. Then 
A dominates C if and onl~z if OT(C) < IT(A). 
(b) Let A and C be arbitrary torsion-pee groups. Then ,4 doomirlates C 
if and only if for ever]> torsion-free rank-one quotient C/C’ of C, and ecety 
pure rank-one subgroup A’ of A we haoe type(C/C’) < type(A’j. 
Prooj: (b) Suppose that A dominates C. If rk C is infinite then A is 
divisible by 3.4(a) and the claim is clear. If rk C is finite then 3.4(b) reduces 
the problem to (a) and again the claim is clear. Conversely, suppose the 
type inequality holds. If rk C is infinite then C has an epimorphic image 
isomorphic to Q and it follows that A is divisible and thus dominates C. 
If rk C is finite then by (a) every finite rank pure subgroup A’ of A 
dominates C, hence A dominates C by 3.4(b). 1 
Further characterizations of domination are contained in the following 
theorem. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let A be a torsion-free group and C u torsion-free group 
qffinite rank n. If .4 has finite rank then Iet X be a rank-one group such rhat 
type x’= IT(A). Let 1’ be a rank-one group such that t?‘pe Y= OT( C). Then 
(a) through (c) beIoM are equioalent, atld when A has finite rank (a) through 
(e j are equiL?alen 1.
(a) i4 dominates C. 
(b) A is the epimorphic image of a direct sum OiE, Y. 
(c) S,(.4) = -4. 
(d) C is embedded in X”. 
(e) K,(C)=O. 
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ProoJ: (a) =s (bj Let UEA be given. Then 3.5(b) type Y= OT(C) d 
type(a),. Hence there is an epimorphism qo,: Y + (a) *. Clearly 
C,, ,4 cpU: @,, I Y + A is a surjection. 
(b) e (c) Clear from the definition of S,(A). 
(b) 3 (a) By 3.5(a), Y dominates Y and hence A dominates Y by 
3.3(a). By 3.5(a) again OT(Cj = OT( Y) d IT(A) so A dominates C. 
(a j 3 (e) By 3.5, OT( c j < IT(A j = type X, hence X dominates C. By 
3.3(C), K,(C) = 0. 
(e) o (d) Clear from the definition of K,(C) and 3.7 below. 
(d) * (a) X dominates X by 3.5(a). hence X dominates C by 3.3(a) 
and -4 dominates C by 3.5(a). 1 
3.1. LEMMA. Suppose Xi, i E I, are torsion-free groups, k(A) = n < ‘x, 
and that ,4 < ni, I Xi. Then there is a finite subset F of I such that !F( 6 n 
and the projection A -+ n,E F Xi is an imbedding. 
ProoJ: Let &: nia, X, + X, be the projections. By hypothesis 
njtl Ker,f,=O. Considering ranks it is easily seen that there are <n such 
kernels which have trivial intersection. \ 
We collect a few more results on domination. The first one is well known 
and due to Warfield [Wa68, Corollary 51. 
3.8. THEOREM. (a) Let A and C have finite ranks. Jf A dominates C and 
C dominates L4 then both groups are honzogerzeous completely decomposable 
qf equal types. 
(b j If A dominates B and B domhzates C then A dominates C. 
(c) If A dominates C then ,for all primes p, either C is jkee at p or A 
is p-divisible. 
Proqf. (b) Let A’ be a pure rank-one subgroup of A and let C/C’ be 
a torsion-free rank-one quotient of C. By 3.5(b) it suffices to show that 
type(C!:C’) d type(A’). Let B’ be a pure rank-one subgroup of B. By 3.3(aj, 
B’ dominates C and hence by 3.5(b), type(C/C’) < type(B’). If B” is a pure 
subgroup of B maximal disjoint from B’ then type(B’) < type( B/B”). Since 
A dominates B it follows that type(A’) > type( B/B”) > type(B’) > 
type(CiC’). 
(cj Without loss of generality we assume that rk C is finite. Let B be 
a p-basic subgroup of C. If C/B is torsion then C is free at p by [Wa68. 
Corollary 8, p. 1951. If not, let B’>, B be such that C!B’ is torsion-free and 
non-zero. Then A dominates C/B’ by 3.3(a). So Q Hom(C,:‘B’, P) = 
Hom(CI!B’, QA) and since C/B’ is p-divisible it is easily seen that A must 
be p-divisible. 1 
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We conclude this section by proving a result of Goeters [G2] (cf. 
Theorem 2.3) which will be needed later. 
3.9. PROPOSITION. (a) Let C’ be a pure subgroup qf C” atld suppose 
that ‘4 dominates C”. Then the restriction map 
Hom( C”, A) --, Hom( C’, 4) is subjective. 
(b) Let A’ be a pure subgroup of A” and suppose that A“ dominates 
C. Then the natural map 
Hom(C, A”) --f Horn 
Proof (a) If C” has infinite rank then by 3.4(a), A is divisible and the 
claim is immediate. So suppose that C” has finite rank. By 3.3(a), A 
dominates c’ and C”,lC” together with C”, and by 3.2 we have that 
Ext(C”/C’, A) is torsion-free. We now consider the commutative diagram 
with exact rows 
Hom(C”, A) R Hom(C’,A) - Ext ‘$, 24 
i > 
I” 
I 
I 
i 
Hom(C”, QA) K Hom(C’, Q-4) - 0 
in which the insertions I”, I’ are injective, and R and i? are the restriction 
maps. Let fe Hom(C’, A j be given. Then there is gg Hom(C”, Q4) such 
that gR=jZ’. Furthermore ng E Hom(C”, A) for some n and by com- 
mutativity (ng j RI’ = nfl'. Thus (ng) R = nf, i.e., n(f + Hom(C”, A j R) = 0. 
Since Ext(C”/C’, A) is torsion-free we find that f E HomiC”, A)R, as 
desired. 
(b) The proof is exactly dual to the proof of (a). 1 
IV. Ext(C, A)[p] = 0 
All groups in this section are assumed to be torsion-free. In particular, 
C and A stand for torsion-free groups. 
We turn our attention to the riddle of when Ext(C, -4)[p] =O. As 
motivation we have the following result. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let A, C be torsion-free groups. Then Ext(C, A)[p] = 0 
ij’ and only if whenever pk(A@ C)<G<.4@C then -4 n G is a direct 
summand of G. 
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The proof of this theorem requires a lemma, which we will prove first. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let E: pk24 ti G tt C be a short exact sequence of toraion- 
free groups. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) E represents an element of order ut most p’ irl Ext( C, pkA). 
(2) There exists a commutative diagrum 
O-p”A - pk,4 @ p”c - p”c - 0 
II I 
I ins 
1 
O-p”A- G - c -0 
(3 ) There exists a commutative diagram 
O- pk.4 ___, G -C-O 
Ins 
I I L 11 #I 
o- A ---+A@C----iC-0 
(4) There exist embeddings pkA @ pkC c G c ,4 @ C such thnt p’A = 
A A G and C = Gn, where 71: ‘4 0 C -+ C is the projection, such that E is 
equivalent to the extension .4 n G H G -++ Gn. 
Proqf. ( 1) o (2) We consider the exact commutative diagram 
p”E: 0 -pkA- X - C ~0 
II 
FI O-p”A--+ xx - pkC - 0 
II 
ins ’ 
!  
ins 
I 
E: O-p”A- G - c --0 
Since all groups in the diagram are torsion-free the vertical maps of the 
upper half of the diagram are all isomorphisms. Hence if pkE splits then F 
splits and we have a diagram as in (2). Conversely, the diagram in (2) 
extends to the exact commutative diagram 
pkE: 0 -___f pkz4 - x - c -0 
II I Pk I 
O-pkA -pkA@p”C- p”c - 0 
II I 
L”S 
I 
E: O-pkA- G - c -0 
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As before the vertical maps in the upper half of the diagram are all 
isomorphisms and hence pkE splits. 
(1) o (3) Consider the exact commutative diagram 
E: (I---+ pk’12 -- G--C--+0 
Pk 
I I II 
pkE: O- pk.4 - x-c-o 
p-k 
I 1 II 
ins E: 0 - -4 -Y-C-O 
The vertical maps in the lower half of the diagram are isomorphisms and 
hence pXE splits if and only if ins E splits. The equivalence of (I) and (3) 
is then clear. 
(1) o (4) If (2) and (3) are available then clearly G is imbedded in 
A @ C, as claimed in (4). Conversely if G is as in (4) then the inclusion of 
G in A 0 C yields the diagram in (3). 1 
Proof of 4.1. Assume first that Ext(C, A j[p] #O. Since Ext(C, A) G 
Ext(C, pkA) the lemma yields an extension E which is non-split and thus 
violates the condition of the theorem. 
Now suppose Ext(C, A)[p] = 0 and #(A 0 C) 6 G d A @ C. Then 
pkA c G A A c A and p”C c GE c C and hence by 2.24, Ext(Gn, A n G)[p] 
z Ext(C, z4)[p] = 0. Since pk(G~) c pkC c G we have (A n G) @ pk(Gx) c 
Gcp-“A@G~and(1nG~p~~AnGcp-~An(A@C)nG=AnG. By 
part (4) of the lemma A n G =-+ G ++ GZ is an extension of order at most 
pk and hence is splitting. 1 
To say that Ext(C, ;4)[p] = 0 is to say that in some sense there are many 
homomorphisms from C to A, just as saying that -4 dominates C is to say 
that there are many homomorphisms in another sense. Furthermore, the 
following result, also found in [G2, Proposition 1.71, is immediate from 
3.2. 
4.3. THEOREM. lf A tiomi~rates C then Ext( C, .4) is torsion-j>ee. 
Recall that KA(C) = n {Ker S: f E Hom(C, A)) and S,.(A) = 
x (Cf : fc Hom(C, A) ). The inclusions Hom(C/K,(C), A) + Hom(C, A) 
and Hom(C, S,(A)) -+ Hom( C, d4) are isomorphisms. Since we are looking 
for the case where Hom(C, -4) is large, we will want ka(C) to be essentially 
trivial and S,(A) to be more or less all of A. This is spelled out as part (a) 
of the following theorem. Part (b) generalizes [Wa72, Theorem 3, p. 1481. 
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4.4. THEOREM. Let C and -4 be any tossion-free groups. [f either .4 or C 
is p-dicisible then Ext( C, A )[p] = 0. If neither. A MOT C is p-divisible therz the 
following hold. 
(a) Ext(C, A)[p] =0 if and only $’ Ext(CiK,<lC), S,(A),)[p] =O 
and K,d(Cj and A,IS,( A), are both p-divisible. 
(b) Ifeither rk(C/K,(C))< 1 OP rk(S,(A),)< 1 therz Ext(C, Aj[p] = 0 
if and only if both K,4(C) and A/St (A j* are p-divisible. 
Proo$ (a) Observe that KA(Cj and C/K,d(C) cannot both be 
p-divisible since C is not p-divisible, and similarly S,(A), and A/S,.(A), 
are not both p-divisible. Now apply 2.16. 
(b) By 3.6 and 4.3 we conclude that Ext(C/K,(C), Sc(A),j[p] =O. 
Now (b) follows from (a). i 
For a given group C we set .d’(C)= {A : Ext(C, A)[p] =O> and for a 
given group A we set V(A)=(C:Ext(C,A)[p]=O~. The dimension 
formulas of Section 11 immediately yield numerous closure properties of the 
classes &(C‘) and V(A) which we will not state explicitly. 
One of the basic ideas of the section is to pursue the analogy between 
the two relations “A dominates C” and “.4 E .&(C).” The first reiation is 
transitive, and we now see that in the finite rank case so is the second. if 
we avoid p-divisible groups. A finite rank group A which dominates itself 
is a direct sum of copies of some rank-one group. Similarly we will see in 
4.15(b j that a finite rank p-reduced group A with .4 E ;d( A) is a quasi- 
direct sum of copies of some strongly indecomposable group ‘4, with 
A, Ed(AIj. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose that Y is not p-divisible arid that either X 01 
Z has ,finite p-rank. If XE ~d( Y) and YE x2(Z) then XE Ldl( Zj. 
ProoS. By hypothesis and (2.2) the natural maps 
Hom( Y, X) + Horn 
are surjections. We need to show that 
Hom(Z, X)--f Horn 
is surjective. From linear algebra it is known that the rank-one linear trans- 
formations of Hom(Z/pZ, X7/pX) span Hom( Z/pZ, x/pX) if either Z/pZ or 
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X/pX is finite. But iff is a mapping in Hom(Z/pZ, X/pX) with one-dimen- 
sional image then f factors through the non-zero space Y/pY and by (*) 
and (**) there are maps in Hom(Z, Y) and Hom( Y, X) whose composite 
inducesf: m 
Necessary Conditions for Ext(C, A )[p] = 0 
Since Ext(C, .4)[p] = 0 says that there are many homomorphisms from 
C to A, it can be interpreted as saying that in some sense or another A is 
larger than C. In fact, we will now see that if A is p-reduced then it follows 
that C/p”C is isomorphic to a subgroup of a product of copies of A. 
From this perspective, to have Ext( C, .4)[p] = 0 when A is in fact a sub- 
group of C, or to have both Ext(C, A)[p] =0 and Ext(A, C)[p] =0 
would seem an anomaly. Indeed, we will see in Theorem 4.8(c) that this 
can happen only in the obvious trivial cases, and in fact the relation 
Ext(C, A)[p] = 0 makes even the existence of a non-trivial homomorphism 
from A to C unlikely. (For simplicity, in 4.8 we will present only the finite 
rank case. j 
4.6. NOTE. Suppose that X, Y are torsion-free groups, and .f: A’-+ Y is a 
homomorphism. 
(a) [f j‘ induces a morzomorphism 7: X/pX -+ F/p Y then Xf is p-pure in 
Y and if X is p-reduced then f is a monomorphism. 
(b) If f induces an epimorphism 7: X/pX+ Y/p Y then Xf is p-dense 
in Y. 
ProoJ: (a) Clearly f maps elements of p-height 0 to elements of 
p-height 0 and hence preserves p-height. Thus -yf is p-pure in Y. It is 
immediate that Ker f c pX and since Ker f is pure we conclude that 
Kerf cp”X=O. 
(b) It is clear that Y = Xf + pY since f induces an epimorphism. 1 
4.7. THEOREM. Suppose Ext( C, A)[p] = 0. 
(a) If r,(C) d r,(A) then C, is p-purely imbedded in A,. 
(b j rf r,(C) is jinite and A is not p-divisible then C, is p-pure/q? 
imbedded in A: for some integer II. 
(cj Suppose that C, # 0 and C is algebraicall~~ compact. Ifr, A d rP C 
or if r, A is finite then A, is algebraically compact. 
By 2.18 we know that Ext(C, A)[p] need not be trivial if A,. is algebrai- 
cally compact. It is not entirely clear what happens if rP C < rP -4 and A has 
infinite p-rank. Taking C= f, and A an infinite direct sum of copies of 2, 
we see that Ext(C, A)[p] = 0 and so C reduced algebraically compact does 
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not imply that A, is algebraically compact. Of course, by the above results 
every p-reduced torsion-free quotient of ,4 of finite p-rank is algebraically 
compact, and every direct summand of A (in particular A itself) has a 
direct summand isomorphic to C,. 
Proof of 4.7. (a) By 2.17 we may assume without loss of generality 
that p’“C = 0 and p”A = 0. The assumption on p-ranks means that there is 
an imbeddingf: CipC -+ A/p-4. Since E,xt(C, A j[p] = 0 this map is induced 
by a homomorphism f: C -+ A. It follows from 4.6(a) that C is p-purely 
imbedded in A. 
(b) Part (b) is an immediate consequence of (a). The number II has 
to be chosen large enough to achieve r,(C) d r,(A”). 
(c) By 2.17, Ext(C,, A,)[p] =0 and clearly rp A,.= rp A and r, C,= 
rp C. We assume without loss of generality that both A and C are 
p-reduced. So C is a Z-adically complete Hausdorff group [F, Vol. I> 39.11 
and p-local [F, Vol. I, 40.11. By hypothesis rp A < rF C and by passing to 
a direct summand of C we can assume without loss of generality that 
r, A = rp C. By (2.2) there is a map fc Hom(C, .4) which induces an 
isomorphism C,lpC -+ A/PA. By 4.6 the image C’ is p-pure and p-dense in 
A, and since C and cf are both p-local it follows that Cf is actually pure 
in A. But C’is algebraically compact by [IF, Vol. I, 39.21, hence a direct 
summand of ‘4. Now A is p-reduced and Cfp-dense in A so Cf= A. On the 
other hand if rp C < rp A < m then r,, -4 <r,(p) for some II and by the 
previous case A, is algebraically compact. m 
4.8. THEOREM. (a) Suppose that ,4 is a finite rank p-pure subgroup ?fC 
with no non-trit>ial p-diitlisible quasi-summand. [f Ext(C, A )[ p] = 0 then A is 
fl quasi-sumnand sf C. 
(b) Let f E Hom(A, C) and suppose that Af is a finite rank p-pure 
subgroup of C without non-trioial p-dicisible quasi-sumnzand. If 
Ext( C, *4)[ p] = 0 then Af is a quasi-summand of C am1 Ker f is a quasi- 
sunmand sf -4. 
(c) Suppose Ext(C, A)[p] = 0, Ext(A, C)[p] = 0, A has finite raizk, 
rp( A) < r,(C), and -4 has no non-trivial p-dioisible quasi-surnmand. Then .-I is 
isomorphic to a quasi-summand of C and also Ext(A, A)[p] = 0. 
(dj Let .4 and C be p-reduced torsion-jiiee groups of fitzite rank. [f 
E.xt(C, A)[p] =O, Ext(A, Cj[p] =0, and rp .4 = r, C then A and C are 
quasi-isomorphic. 
(e) Suppose that .4 and C are torsion-ji-ee groups sf finite rank such 
thar Ext(C, A) and Ext(A, C) are both torsion-free. Therz A and C are tlearll. 
isomorphic (f and only if rp A = rp C ,for all primes p. 
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(f) [Ar82E, Corollary 5.51 Let -4 be torsion-free of finite rank. If 
Ext(A, A) is torsion-fr’ee and ‘4’ is quasi-isomorphic to A then A and .4’ are 
nearly isomorphic. 
Two torsion-free groups G, H of finite rank are rrearly isomorphic if 
for each 0 #n E Z there are m E Z relatively prime to /z and maps 
f E Hom(G, H), g E Hom(H, G) with fg = ITS. 1 c and gf = m . 1 Ii. We will 
use a characterization of near-isomorphism contained in [A&2, 7.161: G 
and H are nearly isomorphic if and only if for every p the groups G and 
H are isomorphic in the additive category d/p. The category d/p has as 
objects all torsion-free groups of finite rank and the morphism groups 
Hom(G, H)/(p Hom(G, H)) with operators acting on representatives. 
For the proof we need to recall the “TFFR Version” of the Fitting 
Lemma due to Jim Reid [Rd62, 4.2, p. 5531. 
4.9. FITTING LEMMA. Let G be u tossion-free group of jlnite rank and 
f E Q End G. Therz there is a quasi-direct decomposition G - Gnil@ G,,, such 
that f restricts to a nilpotent quasi-endomorphism of G,i, and a quasi- 
automorphism of G,,, . 
We also use another lemma. 
4.10. LEMMA. Let A have finite rank and no y-divisible quasi-summand. rf 
f~ End A and f preserves p-heights then f is a quasi-automorphism ?f A. 
ProojY By the Fitting Lemma we have a quasi-direct decomposition 
A -A, @A, such that f restricts to a nilpotent quasi-endomorphism of A, 
and a quasi-automorphism of AZ. Since .f preserves p-heights, A, must be 
p-divisible and hence is trivial. 1 
Proof of 4.8. (a) The p-pure embedding a: A 4 C yields a 
monomorphism A/pA -+ C/PC which is split. Since Ext(C, A)[p] = 0, by 
(2.2), a splitting map C/PC --f A/p.4 lifts to a homomorphism ,!I: C + A such 
that /%I = 1 (mod p End .4). Thus fia preserves p-heights and hence is a 
quasi-automorphism of A by 4.10. Therefore the inclusion A 4 C is quasi- 
split. 
(b) By (a) it follows that .4f is a quasi-summand of C. By 2.14(b) 
and 2.24 we have Ext(AA rl)[p] = 0 and hence we may assume that f is 
surjective. The induced map 7: A/pA + C/PC is surjective and hence there 
is a splitting C/PC--+ -4jp.4 which lifts to a map C + A. The rest of the 
proof is as in (a). 
(c j By the assumption on ranks there is a monomorphisrn?: A/pA + 
C/PC. Let 2: C/pC -+ A/pA be a homomorphism with .Fg = 1 A,p:, . By 
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hypothesis there exist maps f and g inducing f and g3 respectively. Hence 
,fg induces 1 ;2j+. Thus fg preserves p-heights and hence by 4.10, Jg is a 
quasi-automorphism of A and so g is a quasi-splitting for f: Finally, 
Ext(A, A)[p] = 0 by 2.24. 
(d) Part (d) follows from (c) and the uniqueness of quasi-decomposi- 
tions. 
(e) Since Ext(C, A)[p] =0 and Ext(A, C)[p] =0 for all p we have 
by (2.2) the natural isomorphisms 
Hom(C, A) Hom(A, C) 
p Hom( C, (1) p Hom(A, C) 
If A and C are nearly isomorphic then clearly r, A = r, C. Conversely, if 
rp .4 = rp C then A/pA Z-C/PC and Hom(A/pA, C/PC) contains an inver- 
tible map and so does Hom(A, C)/p Hom(A, C), showing that A and C are 
isomorphic in dip and hence nearly isomorphic. 
(f) By 2.24 and (e). 1 
We turn our attention to structural implication of the triviality of 
Ext(C, A)[p]. It is well known that a finite rank torsion-free group A is 
free at p if and only if rk(A) = r,(A) [Wa68, Corollary 8, p. 1951. 
4.11. THEOREM. (a) If A is n~t~-xr~ atld p-reduced and 
Ext(C, ‘4)[p] =0 then K,,(C)=p”C and hctzce C, is itnbedded in sotwe 
product qf copies of A. 
(b) If A isfiee at p, C is countable, and Ext(C’, A)[p] =O.for every 
finite rank pure subgroup C’ of C then C,. is .fiee ut p. 
(c) lf Ext(C, Zj[p] = 0 then C, is tt,$ree; i.e., ecery cowltable sztb- 
group of C,. is free. In particular, if C, is itself countable then C is the direct 
sutn qf a -free and a p-divisible group. 
Proo?f; (a) Since A is p-reduced we have K,d(C) 1 p’“C and by 2.16, 
K,(C) c p”C since A/S and S cannot both be p-divisible. This means that 
C, is imbedded in a product of copies of ‘4. 
(b) By 2.21, Ext(C;, A,)[p] = 0 and it is easily checked that p’“Cb = 
(p”C’), and C~/p’“C~ 2 (C’/pO’C’)p. Hence we assume without loss of 
generality that p’“C’=O. By (a), KAr(Cb) = pwCb =0 and CL is embedded 
in a product of copies of .4,. It is clear that Cb actually is contained in a 
finite product of copies of A,, and hence is a free a,-module. If C has coun- 
table rank then we apply the previous result to every finite rank p-pure 
subgroup of C and use Pontryagin’s criterion [IF, Vol. I, 19.11 to obtain 
that C is free at p. 
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(c) By (a), C, is imbedded in a product of copies of Z and it is a 
well-known fact, proved by Specker [F, Vol. I, 19.21, that every countable 
subgroup of such a product is free. If C, is countable then it is free and 
CsCr@p”G. 1 
The Case When Ext(A, -4 j[p] = 0 01’ Ext(C, C)[p] = 0 
Unfortunately, in general we do not find really workable criteria for the 
case when Ext(C, A)[p] = 0. However, we will now see that the answer is 
relatively simple when either Ext(A, A)[p] =0 or Ext(C, C)[p] =O, and 
extremely simple if both these hypotheses hold. 
4.12. THEOREM. (a) Suppose A is non-zero and p-reduced, 
Ext(A, L4)[p] = 0, and C has finite rank. Then Ext(C, A j[p] = 0 if and only 
if C,. is isomorphic to a p-pure subgroup of -4” for some integer II. 
(b) Suppose C is not p-divisible and Ext(C, C)[p] = 0. Then 
Ext(C, A)[p] =0 zyar~d only ifs,(A) is p-pure andp-dense in -4. 
(c) Suppose A and C are not p-divisible, one of them has finite p-rank, 
Ext(A, Aj[p] =O, and Ext(C, C)[p] =O. Then Ext(C, .4)[p] =0 if and 
on@ if Hom( C, A) is not p-divisible. 
For the proof we need two lemmas. 
4.13. LEMMA. Suppose Ext(C, A)[p] =O, C is not p-divisible, and A’ is 
a group with S,(A j 6 A’< A. Then Ext(C, A’)[p] = 0 if and only if .4’ is 
p-pure in A. 
ProoJ: Since Hom(C, A’) = Hom(C, A) the short exact sequence A’* 
-4 ++ ,4/A’ yields the exact sequence 
Hom( C, A/4’) H Ext( C, A’) -+ Ext( C, .4 j. 
Since Ext(C, A)[p] =0 we have Ext(C, A’)[p] =0 if and only if 
Hom(C, A/A’)[p] = 0. Since C/pC# 0 the latter is equivalent to 
(A/A’)L-PI = 0. I 
4.14. LEMMA. IfExt(C,A)[p]=OandS,(G)=GthenExt(C,G)[p]=O. 
Proof Note that Ext(C, A @ Hom(A, G))[p] = 0 by 2.19. Since 
S,(G) = G there is a surjection A 0 Hom(.4, G) + G. Hence 
Ext(C, G)[p] =0 by 2.11(b). 1 
Proof of 4.12. (a) By 4.7(b), if Ext(C, A)[p] = 0 then C, is imbedded, 
as claimed. Conversely, since Ext(A, A j[p] = 0 also Ext(A”, A)[p] = 0. 
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Hence, if C, is isomorphic to a p-pure subgroup of A” then 
Ext(C,., A)[p] =0 by 2.14(b). Finally, by 2.17 we have Ext(C, A)[p] =O. 
(bj By 4.14, Ext(C, S,(A))[p] = 0. Now suppose that 
Ext(C, A)[p] =O. By 4.13, S,(A) is p-pure in .4 and by 2.12(b), S,(A), 
is p-dense in A. But S,(A) is p-dense in S,(A), since S,(A),/S,(A) is tor- 
sion without p-torsion, thus S,(A) is p-dense in A. Conversely, 
Ext(C, S,.(A),)[p]=O by 2.12(a), and since S,(A) is y-dense in A so is 
S,(A),. Hence Ext(.C, ,4)[p] =0 by 2.12(b). 
(c) If Ext(C, Aj[p] = 0 then 0 # Hom(C/pC, A,‘pA) z (Hom(C, Aj/p 
Hom( C, A j) by (2.2). For the converse observe that by linear algebra 
Hom( C/PC, A,‘pA) is generated as an End( CjpCbEnd(A/pA) bimodule by 
any non-zero element. By (2.2), End(A j/p End(A) g End(A/pA) and 
(End( C)/p End(C)) z End( C/PC). Hence (Hom( C, ,4)/p Hom( C, A)) is an 
End( C/PC)-End( A/PA ) submodule of Hom( C’pC, A/PA ) and is non-trivial 
by hypothesis. Thus Hom( C/PC, A/PA) z (Hom( C, A )/p Hom(C, A )) and 
Ext(C. .4j[p] =0 by (2.2). 1 
Unfortunately the groups with Ext(A, A)[p] =0 are not easily 
recognizable (although we note that all rank-one groups have this 
property). However, a characterization of such groups in terms of their 
endomorphism rings is possible, as can be seen by studying the method of 
[Ar82E]. The following theorem shows that the problem may be reduced 
to the strongly indecomposable case. 
4.15. THEOREM. Suppose that A has finite rank and Ext( A, ;4 ) [ p] = 0. 
(a) If A,, A2 are strongl?, indecomposable qua.si-sur7ln?ands qf A which 
are not p-divisible then A, and A2 are quasi-isomorphic. 
(b) [f A has no p-ditlisible quasi-sunmand then A is quasi-isomorphic 
to the direct sum of copies of a single strongly indecomposable group Al with 
WA,, A,ICPI=O- 
(c) [f Ext(A, L4) is rorsiowfiee and ‘4,, A2 are strongly indeconz- 
posable quasi-sutnmands of A such that .for some prime p neither A 2 not .4 z 
is p-dkisible then A I and -4, are nearly isomorphic. 
Proofi (a) By 2.24 and homological algebra we conclude that 
Ext(A,, A2j[p]=0 and Ext(A,, 4,)[p] =O. The claim now follows from 
4.8(cj and the fact that the A, are strongly indecomposable. 
(bj In any quasi-decomposition of A with strongly indecomposable 
summands the summands are quasi-isomorphic by (a). If A r is such a 
summand then Ext( A, , A I )[ p] = 0 by 2.24 and homological algebra. 
(c) By (a) we know that A, and A, are quasi-isomorphic and hence 
r&AL j = rp(Az) for each p. The claim follows by 4.8(e). 1 
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Miscellaneous 
The next theorem, due to Goeters [G2, 1.61, exhibits a situation in 
which the absence of elements of order p implies that Ext(C, A) is actually 
torsion-free. We give a new proof which clarifies the roles of the various 
assumptions. 
4.16. THEOREM. Suppose that A and C have finite runks. 
(a) rf C is pee at p then Ext(C, /4)[p] =0 if’ und only if 
rP Hom(C, A) = rP Hom(C,, A,). 
(b) Zf A is@ee at p, p”C= 0, and Ext(C, A)[p] = 0 then -4 dominates 
C and Ext( C, A) is torsion-free. 
ProoJ (a) Since C, is a free L,-module we have Ext(C,, A,)[p] = 0. 
Recall that rP X= r, X, for any torsion-free group X. Using 2.21 we have 
Ext(C, A)[p] = 0 if and only if Hom(C, Aj, is p-dense in Hom(C,, AP) 
if and only if rP Hom(C, A),=r, Hom(C’,, AD) if and only if 
rP Hom(C, A) = r, Hom(C,, Ap). 
(b j Since A, is free so is C, by 4.11 (b). We conclude that 
rk(Cj rk(A) = r, Hom(C,, ‘qP) = rP Hom(C, ,4) 
6 rk Hom(C, A) < rk(C) rk(A). 
Hence rk Hom(C, (2) = rk(C) rk(A) and therefore A dominates C by 
3.3(b). Now Ext(C, A) is torsion-free by 4.3. i 
The next theorem is again due to Goeters. Although stated and proved 
in the spirit of our approach neither the result nor the proof differs much 
from those of Goeters [G2, Theorem 3.11 and we wish to give him full 
credit for discovering this interesting theorem. 
4.17. THEOREM. (a) Let C be a countable torsion-jiee group. Let -4 be 
a torsion:free group, and suppose that A dominates every finite rank pure 
subgroup of C. Then Ext(C, A) is torsion-Jiee. 
(b) (Goeters) Let C be a countable p-reduced torsion-fj.ee group, let A 
be a finite rank torsion-free group which is free at p, and suppose that 
Ext( C’, A j[p] = 0 for every finite rank pure subgroup C’ of C. Then 
Ext(C, z4) is torsion-free. 
ProoJ: (a) Choose a countable ascending chain Cj of pure finite rank 
subgroups of C whose union is C. Let q be any prime and let 
f E Hom(C/qC, A/qA) be given. By purity we have C,/qC, < C/qC, and we 
let fi denote the restriction off to Ci/qCi. Since, by 4.3, Ext(C,,, A)[q] = 0 
there exists go E Hom(CO. A) such that go induces fO. We now assume by 
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induction that maps g,, g,, . . . . g, have been constructed such that, for all 
i, g,+ r restricts to gi and gi induces fi. In order to construct the next 
mapping g,,, , we consider the commutative diagram 
0-- Horn A Hom(C,+,,.,t) -% HomtC,. .A) __f 0 
The map R, is surjective by 3.9, hence the diagram has exact rows> and the 
mappings ei are all surjective. First choose gg Hom(C,,+ i, A) such that 
gR, = g,,. Then (gez-j",,+l)RZ=O. Hence there is g’EHom(C,,+,jC,,, A) 
such that g’e r i, = ge2 - f,, + (. Now g,,+ r = g - g’i, extends the list of 
previously constructed maps. If G = l,J gie Hom( C, A) then G induces f 
and (a) is proved by (2.2). 
(b) By 4.16(b), A dominates every finite rank pure subgroup of C 
and therefore (a) applies. m 
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